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	Intelligent Networks: Principles and Applications (IEE Telecommunications Series, 46), 9780852969779 (0852969775), Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2002
The purpose of this book is to give some practical insight into how public telecommunications networks have advanced from the old days of offering just simple telephony services to becoming today’s ‘intelligent’ networks. Telephone companies now operate in an intensely competitive environment, and so they have to constantly struggle to find more ways to encourage customers to make ever more use of the installed network equipment. Network operators are therefore constantly looking for new services that will make the telephone system more attractive, easier to use and perhaps even more indispensable for its users. The overall goal is of course to increase the revenue-producing ability of the existing phone systems. The aim of the ‘intelligent network’ (IN) has always been to help the telephone companies achieve just this, but in a rigorously standard manner, so that network equipment from different suppliers can work together. IN seeks to provide the internal network rearrangements that give the agility and flexibility needed to bring almost any new services into life very quickly.

The intended audience for this book is really anyone who has an interest in this subject without necessarily yet having any significant level of expertise in intelligent networking. The background to IN is formal and complex, because its fundamental driver is a set of agreed interfaces between different functions provided in different vendors’ computing and telecommunications equipment. This book therefore takes pains to give what is hoped to be an easily understandable account of IN for readers who are unfamiliar with the background detail.

A typical target reader might therefore be a student or engineer with background knowledge in computer hardware and software, but with little specialist experience in IN. The book will have succeeded in its aim if it enables such a reader to assimilate the essentials of the subject of IN with reasonable speed. Because of the potential complexity, we have aimed to keep the text reasonably economical, and to focus primarily on explanation and illustration of the principles rather than the presentation of comprehensive coverage. For further information we have in general referenced out to the plethora of background and specialist supporting documents that are available from the international and regional standards organisations and elsewhere.
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Stochastic Calculus of Variations for Jump Processes (de Gruyter Studies in Mathematics)De Gruyter, 2013

	This monograph is a concise introduction to the stochastic calculus of variations (also known as Malliavin calculus) for processes with jumps. It is written for researchers and graduate students who are interested in Malliavin calculus for jump processes. In this book processes "with jumps" includes both pure jump processes and...


		

WordPress Mobile Applications with PhoneGapPackt Publishing, 2012

	With the explosive popularity of mobile apps and its much anticipated continued growth for the foreseeable future, developers will want to get their hands dirty and build some cool mobile apps. But we know that building mobile apps is not easy: we need to handle cross-platform issues, mobile devices of different screen sizes, not to mention...


		

Evaluation of HSDPA and LTE: From Testbed Measurements to System Level PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book explains how the performance of modern cellular wireless networks can be evaluated by measurements and simulations


	With the roll-out of LTE, high data throughput is promised to be available to cellular users. In case you have ever wondered how high this throughput really is, this book is the right read for you: At...





	

Multimodal Composing in K-16 ESL and EFL Education: Multilingual PerspectivesSpringer, 2021

	
		This book offers a comprehensive view of multimodal composing and literacies in multilingual contexts for ESL and EFL education in United States of America and globally. It illustrates the current state of multimodal composing and literacies, with an emphasis on English learners' language and literacy development. 
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mavericks EditionO'Reilly, 2014

	
		What makes Windows refugees decide to get a Mac? Enthusiastic friends? The Apple Stores? Great-looking laptops? A "halo effect" from the popularity of iPhones and iPads? The absence of viruses and spyware? The freedom to run Windows on a Mac? In any case, there’s never been a better time to switch to OS X—and...



		

LPIC-2 Linux Professional Institute Certification Study Guide: Exams 201 and 202Sybex, 2011

	Why should you learn about Linux? It’s a fast-growing operating system, and it’s inexpensive and flexible. Linux is also a major player in the small and mid-sized server field, and it’s an increasingly viable platform for workstation and desktop use as well. By understanding Linux, you’ll...
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